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ABOUT THIS GUIDE
This guide outlines the standards which must be met by
Convenors and teaching staff responsible for the development
and delivery of content via Swinburne’s learning management
system, Canvas.
Canvas is at the core of Swinburne’s approach to learning and
teaching, enabling integration of both on-campus and digital
learning to maximise flexibility and create a uniquely Swinburne
experience for students.
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Interface
HOME PAGE

Use an approved home page template in
each of your courses
The Learning Transformations Unit (LTU) has developed home page
templates that you can import into your Canvas shell from Canvas
Commons. There are a range of templates available for different areas
of the University. Some elements of your home page are
customisable, for example, you are encouraged to upload your own
welcome video and introductory text. We recommend the following
structure for your home page:
•
•
•
•
•

An ‘About this Unit’ welcome paragraph
Learning outcomes
Names and contact information of teaching staff
Student Learning Journey Map
Copyright notice and Acknowledgement of Country image (see
instructions for embedding)

See next page for a home page example
Why
Your home page is the ‘landing’ page for your students and their first
experience of your unit. It is an opportunity for you to:
•
•
•
•

welcome students to your unit
outline the unit’s aims and learning objectives
identify the unit’s delivery modes and time
commitments/expectations
provide contact information for the teaching team

Learn more about
importing content from
Canvas Commons.
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Example Home Page
Note the following elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Banner
About this unit
Learning objectives
Teaching team
Student Learning Journey
Link to modules button
Scroll to top button
Copyright and Acknowledgement of Country

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8
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Interface
COURSE NAVIGATION

Maintain consistent Course Navigation
menu
Update your course navigation to ensure consistency across units. The
following menu items should be:
Always made available

Visible only if you are

(required):

using these functions:

•

Home

•

Collaborate

•

Announcements

•

People*

•

Syllabus

•

Office365

•

Modules

•

Echo360 ALP

•

Discussions

•

Assignments

•

Grades

Always hidden:
•

Pages

•

Files

*The People tab should only be made visible if you are asking your
students to self-enrol in groups
Note: The Results Moderation Tool and Settings options are not visible
to students, and do not need to be hidden.

Why
Maintaining consistent standards in Course Navigation across
Swinburne can reduce the cognitive load for our students. We build
predictability into our campuses, with students being able to easily
locate the library and other campus resources, so it makes sense to
apply these same principles to our blended and online learning
spaces.

References
Fiore, A. (2018). Standardized LMS navigation for student success, Focus
EduSolutions, http://www.focusedusolutions.com/blog/standardized-lmsnavigation-for-student-success/.
Lambert, J., Kalyuga, S. &Capan, L.A.(2009). Student Perceptions and Cognitive
Load: what can they tell us about e-Learning Web 2.0 course design? ELearning and Digital Media, 6(2), 150-163.
https://doi.org/10.2304/elea.2009.6.2.150
The Course Navigation menu is managed via
the Settings tab in your Canvas shell. Learn
more about managing your Course
Navigation menu options.
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Content
SYLLABUS

Embed Unit Outline within the Syllabus
Embed your accredited Unit Outline [in PDF format] within the
Syllabus section of your Canvas unit.
You can embed the document using the Rich Content Editor when
editing the Syllabus page. See how to upload a document in the Rich
Content Editor. When uploading your Unit Outline, ensure your link
text is meaningful and describes the link’s target and file size e.g., “Unit
Outline CHE10004 Semester 1 2021 (PDF 646KB)”.

Why
It is a compliance requirement of the University that the accredited
Unit Outline be made available to students within the Learning
Management System. For consistency, we recommend uploading the
document via the Syllabus tab.
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Content
PERSONALISATION

Home page Banner

Personalise your unit by adding a banner image at the top of your
home page. You can design a consistent banner to represent your
course or discipline with a changeable title for each unit or
individualise one for your unit.
We recommend that a home page banner be 1280 x 250 px
(34 cm x 7 cm).
To add a banner to your home page, click edit, then select the
‘Embed Image’ button and upload banner image.
See How do I upload and embed an image in the Rich Content Editor?
for support.
Note: Ensure your images are royalty-free or licensed (see Unsplash
or Adobe Stock)

Why
Banners provide visual cues related to your discipline and offer
educators an opportunity to provide a personal touch to a unit or
group of units. When used as your Canvas course card and on your
home page, banners can create a visual brand for your course. If
done across the programme, banners also allow for a consistent
experience for students accessing all their units. Banners can also
help you and your students easily differentiate one course from
another.

Learn more about Stock from the LTU
learntransformations@swin.edu.au
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Content
PERSONALISATION

Student Learning Journey
Another method of personalisation is to include a student learning
journey to your unit home page. A student learning journey is a visual
representation outlining the activities, assessments, and topics that
students will undertake in your unit. Use this template to develop a
student learning journey map for your unit.
Continue the narrative of the student learning journey by:
• adding a module landing page to situate students each week
• adding a module summary page to highlight key takeaways and
important information related to assessment and learning
outcomes.

Why
The student learning journey supports student orientation to the unit.
If done well, it can lessen the confusion for students by allowing them
to concentrate on what is important – their learning (Scriven &
Crevacore, 2018). The exercise of mapping out a student journey also
gives educators greater understanding of the pathway their students
will undertake from their perspective (Rains, 2017).

References
Scriven, R., & Crevacore, C. (2018). Reducing the confusion and clicks and its
impact on learning. Open Oceans: Learning without borders. Proceedings
ASCILITE 2018 (pp. 499-504). Australasian Society for Computers in Learning in
Tertiary Education. https://2018conference.ascilite.org/
Rains, J.P. (2017). Defining student journey mapping in higher education: The
‘how-to’ guide for implementation on campus. Journal of Education
Advancement and Marketing, Vol 2, no. 2, Autumn/Fall 2017, 106 – 119.
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Content
MODULES

Provide all learning materials and
assignments in Modules
Modules are the primary space for your learning materials and
activities in Canvas. You can organise your Modules via weeks, topics,
or assessment task. Modules are linear, meaning that by organising
your content in modules (Pages, Assignments, Quizzes), your students
can easily navigate through your content using the ‘Next’ and
‘Previous’ buttons. LTU has developed module templates you can
import into your Canvas shell from Canvas Commons. These
templates contain pre-populated pages with recommended headings,
icons, structure, and content cues you can adapt for your unit. Module
structure templates also include approved home page templates for
you to use. It also includes a ‘Getting started’ module with the
following pages to orientate students to the unit and provide
important information:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Welcome
Acknowledgement of Country
o Higher Education page
o Vocational Education
Your teaching team
Supporting you at Swinburne
Assessment policy and procedures
Introduce yourselves ‘discussion’

Why
Students access all relevant learning materials and activities via the
Modules tab in your Canvas unit. The design of your modules
should reflect the design of your curriculum and contain enough
context so that students fully understand the sequencing of
activities, the expectations you have of them, and what they are
being asked to do. Using a logical module structure will make your
unit easier to navigate and allows you to set up how you’d like
students to engage with your unit.

References
Boise State University (c. 2019). Using a modular approach to course design,
https://ctl.boisestate.edu/idea/teaching-with-tech/primer/using-a-modularapproach-to-course-design/.
Bridgeman, A. (2017). Thinking in Canvas: Using modules to make your unit a real
page-turner, The University of Sydney, 12 June,

Learn more about Canvas
Commons.

http://sydney.edu.au/education-portfolio/ei/teaching@sydney/thinking-

Learn more about Modules in

canvas-using-modules-make-unit-real-page-turner/

Canvas.
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Content
ASSIGNMENTS

Provide detailed instructions within your
Assignments
Assessment information in the Canvas Assignments page must match
the information in your accredited Unit Outline. To ensure assignment
details are clear and consistent, include:
•

due dates

•

submission type (e.g. File upload, media upload)

•

weighting

•

assignment points that accurately represent what you will be
marking the assessment out of

•

rubrics

•

all essential assessment instructions.

See Writing Clear Instructions for Assessments and the Preparing to
Publish Canvas Checklist for more guidance on setting up your
assessments.

Why
Assessments provide the opportunity for your students to
demonstrate how well they have met or are progressing towards unit
learning objectives. They are also a tool for learning and a way for
students to receive valuable feedback.
By embedding effective instructions and detailed assignment
information in Canvas, your students will have the optimum chance of
success within your unit.

References
University of Tasmania (2018). Choosing and designing assessment tasks,
http://www.teaching-learning.utas.edu.au/assessment/choosing-anddesigning-assessment-tasks.

Learn more about Canvas
Assignments.
Learn more about creating
a Canvas Assignment.
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Content
TEXT, VIDEO, PODCASTS, AND MULTIMEDIA

Use multimedia for enhanced
asynchronous learning
Canvas allows you to design engaging, media-rich learning
experiences by embedding multimedia such as graphics, audio, video,
and interactives. Multimedia can be uploaded directly into Canvas (e.g.
images) or embedded from external sources like Echo360 or YouTube
(e.g. video and audio files).
Providing resources in a range of multimedia gives students the choice
of how they engage with learning materials.
•

Video and audio content: Videos and audio such as podcasts can
be embedded in a Canvas page within the context of learning, so
students do not need to leave the LMS to engage.

•

Images: Images (including diagrams and flow charts) provide
context and enable students to visualise concepts and make
connections.

•

Interactives: Learning technologies such as H5P allow us to
embed interactive activities in Canvas for students to practise
and self-check their understanding of concepts.

•

Links: Embed hyperlinks to websites and external resources
for students to explore as part of your learning materials.

Why
According to the principles of multimedia learning, people learn more
deeply from words and pictures than from words alone (Mayer, 2019). By
adding multimedia, you can improve understanding and comprehension,
resulting in more meaningful connections in basic and higher-order
learning. Implementing the use of multimedia also allows students more
control over the information they see, the pace in which they access it,
and how it is received.

References
Mayer, R. E. 2019. How multimedia can improve learning and instruction. In J.
Dunlosky & K. A. Rawson (Eds.), The Cambridge handbook of cognition and
education (p. 460–479). Cambridge University Press.
https://doi.org/10.1017/9781108235631.019
Learn more about advice on
embedding multimedia in an
accessible way in the
Accessibility section of this
guide.
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Content
LANGUAGE

Use writing for the web principles for
improved readability
Engage your students with clear, simple language, an active voice,
and a conversational writing style, as if you are writing to your
students. Writing clear and well-formatted content improves
readability and supports all students.

Why
The way we engage with web content is very different to traditional
print media like books or articles. Where users generally read
through a book page, web content is often scanned (Usability.gov,
n.d.). As such, the way we write for the web should be different too.
Our students also come from diverse backgrounds. Keeping
language simple, clear, and easy to read allows students to focus
on the learning, rather than the comprehension. Clear and simple
writing improves accessibility of content for users with reading
disabilities or those with difficulty concentrating (Ng, 2017).

W rit in g u ser- fr ien dl y co n t en t t i p s:
•

Use pronouns: Address your students as ‘you’ and use ‘we’ when
talking about you and the students.

•

Headings: Use headings for increased scannability and to support
students using screen readers.

•

Chunk your content: Separate your content into smaller sections
using headings, images, activities, or pages.

•

Use white space: Avoid pages full of text - white space can break
up your content and improve readability.

•

Sentence case: All words in headings should be in lower
case, except the first word of the title and proper nouns.

•

Bold: Use bold to emphasise important concepts. Use
sparingly and avoid long passages in bold.

•

Italics: Use italics for foreign words and titles of works, not
for emphasis.

•

Underline: Only used to indicate hyperlinks.

•

Capitalisation: Avoid the use of all caps which can be
difficult to read.

•

Highlighting: Avoid text highlighting and instead use bold
to emphasise key elements if required.
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•

Dot points: Use dot points to format lists and provide
succinct content in canvas.

•

Paragraph style: Use default paragraph style for
paragraph/body text - do not adjust default font size.

References
Ng, C. (2017). A practical guide to improving web accessibility, Weave, 1(7),
https://doi.org/10.3998/weave.12535642.0001.701
Usability.gov (n.d.). Writing for the web, https://www.usability.gov/how-to-andtools/methods/writing-for-the-web.html

Learn more about writing for the
web from: University of
Queensland- Write for the web
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Content
CANVAS TEMPLATES

Uplift your Canvas site with the blended
template
We have developed an easy-to-use template for you to apply to your
Canvas units as part of the move to a SWINLearn Blended Learning
approach. The below elements can be easily embedded into your site
by copying the embed code and using the ‘embed’ button in the rich
content editor.
Consistent icons
Use the following icons and activity headings to signpost active
learning:

Box models
Use boxes to emphasise content within your unit. Try to use these in
consistent ways across your unit, for example, recurring features like
case studies, scenarios or for providing further resources.
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Blockquote
Use quotes to highlight key information in your weekly content.

Why
Consistent templates can enrich student engagement, increase different
types of learner interaction online and improve familiarity with unit
interfaces ultimately allowing students to focus on their course content
and can lead to improved success (Scutelnicu, Tekula, Gordon & Knepper,
2019). Styled elements within the template such as icons and boxes, when
used consistently, can provide signposting for students to support their
self-directed learning within the online environment (Cook, 2017).

References
Cook, E. (2017). Design strategies that work to maximise e-Learning. Education Technology Solutions, 81, 34–36.
https://educationtechnologysolutions.com.au/2018/03/design-strategies-work-maximise-e-learning/
Scutelnicu, G., Tekula, R., Gordon, B., & Knepper, H. J. (2019). Consistency is key in online learning: Evaluating student and
instructor perceptions of a collaborative online-course template. Teaching Public Administration, 37(3), 274–292.
https://doi.org/10.1177/0144739419852759

Learn more: How do I embed
media in the Rich Text Editor?
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Accessibility
REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTENT
DEVELOPMENT IN CANVAS

Ensure content meets Accessibility
Guidelines
All content in Canvas must be accessible to all learners, including
those people living with a disability and those using different browsers
or devices. Consider accessibility throughout the design of your
learning materials. We recommend applying principles of Universal
Design for Learning (UDL). Rather than creating alternative learning
materials for students with a disability upon request, UDL
recommends designing materials that can be accessed, understood
and used by everyone from the outset, regardless of ability.
Examples of how you can make your content accessible include:
•

alternative text for images: All images require meaningful alt
text descriptions which can be read by a screen reader (See
Canvas Community instructions on alt text)

•

video transcripts: Use Automated Speech Recognition (ASR) for
videos uploaded to Echo360 ALP. While this transcription is
machine-generated, you can edit it for accuracy (Enabling
Automated Speech Recognition in Echo360 ALP).

•

Closed captions: Add closed captions to videos.

•

Content format and structure: Use the default font in
Canvas and avoid use of coloured text for emphasis or
differentiation.

•

Meaningful hyperlinks: Avoid links like “find out more” or
“click here.” Instead, use meaningful link names that describe
the link’s target e.g. “Swinburne Library Website”.

•

Only use tables for tabular data: Avoid using tables for
formatting as this presents an accessibility issue for screen
readers and mobile devices.
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•

Use correct heading styles: Use headings that follow a
defined hierarchy to support students using a screen
reader. The types of headings and the html tag equivalent
are Heading 2 <h2>, Heading 3 <h3> and Heading 4 <h4>.
Each Canvas page title automatically uses a Heading 1 style.
Choose from the other three heading styles in your content.
Use Heading 2 to define the major content areas on the
page and heading 3 and heading 4 as lower-level headings
to define topics within the sub-heading. For example:

Why
Creating accessible learning experiences is a legal requirement. The
Disability Discrimination Act 1992 and The Disability Standards for
Education 2005 require that all people are provided with equal access
to educational materials.

References
Martin, J. (2017). ‘Universal design for learning principles in Canvas’, Instructure,
21 September,
https://community.canvaslms.com/groups/designers/blog/2017/09/21/univers
al-design-for-learning-principles-in-canvas
University of Tasmania. (2018). Designing accessible learning content,
http://www.teaching-learning.utas.edu.au/content-and-resources/accessibility
UNSW Sydney. (2018). Universal design for learning (UDL).
https://teaching.unsw.edu.au/universal-design-learning-udl
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Copyright
CONTENT COMPLIANCE

Ensuring content is copyright compliant
Canvas allows rich learning environments with embedded video and
audio files, PowerPoint slides, PDF documents, and social media
content. All content uploaded, linked, and embedded within Canvas
must be copyright compliant. We also recommend correctly citing all
multimedia content in your course. Remember, attribution alone does
not mean you are copyright compliant!

To help you easily find reuseable
materials, Creative Commons has
created a dedicated CC Search
portal,

Why
As well as protecting Swinburne from the implications of copyright
infringement, academic staff should model best practices for their
students. Understanding how to source and use appropriate digital
content is a key skill for Future-Ready Learners and will equip students
for their future careers.
Copyright management at Swinburne is guided by the principles of
clause 9.2 of the Swinburne People, Culture and Integrity policy and/or
the Copyright Guidelines available from the Copyright at Swinburne.
It is critical that you do not upload PDF versions of textbooks and
journal articles into your Canvas, as this is not Copyright compliant.

search.creativecommons.org.
Learn more about finding Creative
Commons licensed materials.

Contact your Liaison Librarian for
assistance in sourcing and
embedding copyright compliant
resources for your students.

Several resources are available at Swinburne to support you:
•
•
•
•

Liaison Librarians: Provide support with making copyright
compliant resources available
Swinburne Copyright Office: Available for any copyright
queries or concerns
Copyright wiki: Extensive information on copyright at Swinburne
Copyright for Teaching tool: Find information on the media type
you want to use and your intended use

Contact the Swinburne
Copyright Office at
copyright@swin.edu.au

References
Blechner, A. (2019). ‘Finding public domain & Creative Commons media: Video
content’, Harvard Law School, 11 February,
https://guides.library.harvard.edu/c.php?g=310751&p=2072820.
Swinburne University of Technology. (2018). Copyright at Swinburne.
http://www.swinburne.edu.au/library/about/copyright/.
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